
First Steps Early Childhood Classes
Registration for Spring begins March 22nd at 8:00am.

The First Steps Early Childhood Division of AAPS Community Education and Recreation
provides programming for babies, toddlers, preschoolers, and their caregivers. We offer virtual
and in-person outdoor classes year around. In our classes, workshops and extra events,
parents and caregivers receive quality programming, support and encouragement to help their
children develop optimally during the crucial early years of life. All families with children from
birth through kindergarten are welcome!
Families who register for a Spring Class or Workshop will receive invitations to additional events
hosted by the First Steps Early Childhood Division free of charge:
★ Pajama Sing-A-Long Storytimes
★ Monthly Parent Education Talks

Partial and full scholarships are available through Rec & Ed for families who live in the Ann
Arbor School District. Download the application at http://bit.ly/recedscholarships. All qualified
scholarship families pay a small fee - see specific class. If you work for AAPS, you may be
able to use your Staff Pass to take any adult/child class with us!

Why We Think Virtual and Outdoor Classes Are Valuable:
1. A weekly class (or two) adds some FUN to your schedule with a consistent activity:

same day, same time, same people whether outdoors or online.
2. You stay connected to your favorite teachers and friends and/or make new connections

in a safe, controlled environment for you and your child(ren).
3. With online classes, anyone may register to be virtual classmates like long-distance

cousins or far-away friends. Also, invite your adult family members (ie. out-of-town
grandparents) to see your children in action during virtual classes free of charge.

4. Parents and caregivers in our outdoor classes make a commitment to wear masks,
self-health screen before every class and attempt to help their children maintain social
distance expectations while still enjoying an interactive and personable environment.

Here are quotes from families participating in our outdoor and on-line classes:
“We love First Steps and are amazed at how even with zoom classes, our kids’ learning grows
exponentially through their participation in First Steps classes!”

“It's just such a relief to have some sense of normalcy and a couple of scheduled activities per week for
my 2 year old who has no concept of what's going on in the outside world. She has a short attention span
so sometimes it's hard to keep her engaged throughout class, but at least I get some human interaction
and she gets to see her favorite people!”

“We are so grateful that First Steps continued having an outdoor class this winter. Thank you again, First
Steps. We honestly wouldn't know what to do without you!”

How to Register
1. The best way is to register online. Here’s our At-A-Glance Spring 2021 Schedule. There

are live links to every class.
2. Fill out the Registration Form and email to: registration@aaps.k12.mi.us

http://bit.ly/recedscholarships
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wfg-JMLZC6lztu-69NMX7dV53_Ngn4_eLNZQ8zWOQv0/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qWBgoI1tOkPU8K8lxx93Lk1Aj3HSMUYi/view?usp=sharing


3. Have questions or need help registering? Call 734-994-2300 x0. The front desk staff is
ready to help or email browns@aaps.k12.mi.us.

Spring Classes, Registration beginning March 22nd…

Babies and Parents Together Outside with Bonnie
4-15 months (non-walkers) & an Adult We will gather outside in the grassy area of Las Vegas Park
each week to sing, dance, play and socialize (keeping Covid safety perimeters in mind). At the beginning
of class, Bonnie leads circle time in a routine of lap songs, nursery rhymes, movement and stories. After
the isolation of winter and covid, the babies will be thrilled to see other little ones on the laps of their
friendly caregivers! The second half of class moves on to adult discussions focusing on parenting topics.
While the babies play on their blankets or eat, the adults will have a chance to discuss topics related to
this age group including sleeping, eating, developmental milestones, and the unique challenges of having
babies during a pandemic. Sharing the joys and challenges of parenthood while enjoying the fresh air and
sunshine of early spring will be good for the soul. Families bring a picnic blanket and lunch (optional) and
are expected to wear masks except while eating. Participants will physical/social distance and commit to
weekly self-health screenings. Adults and children 2 and older are expected to wear masks as best they
can for the duration of the class. Instructor: Bonnie Kerber. 8 classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9702.701 4/14-6/2 (weather make-up 6/9) 11:30-12:30PM
Fee: $105 Wednesdays Las Vegas Park, in the Pioneer/Dicken neighborhood

“It was great to be around other babies, learn some new songs and be outside together. Bonnie
was lovely.”

Sign Language for Families Outside
Adults with Babies and Toddlers. Empower your baby or toddler to communicate more effectively,
expressing their joys and needs more clearly and with decreased frustration. Limited only by the
comparatively slower development of speech, babies have the cognitive-memory capacity to
communicate language as early as 6 months of age, and the gross-motor skills and hand-eye
coordination to sign. Giving your child a means to communicate reduces misunderstandings and crying,
prevents tantrums and eliminates the need to guess what your child is trying to tell you. Baby signers reap
the benefits from signing beyond babyhood, including advanced language development, higher
self-esteem, feeling confident in their ability to communicate and the comfort of forming deep familial
bonds. In this outdoor class, learn a library of baby signs as well as methods for teaching and
encouraging communication with your baby through sign discussions, observations, songs and play
alongside other families. Class includes weekly video recaps of the signs learned in class to use as
reference, as well as supplemental videos as another tool for learning. Participants will physically/social
distance and commit to weekly self-health screenings. Adults and children 2 and older are expected to
wear masks as best they can for the duration of the class. In the event of inclement weather, class will be
held via Zoom. Instructor: Whitney Wilkes-Krier. 7 classes. No class 5/29. Scholarship recipients pay
$10.
ID# 9713.701 4/17-6/5 11:00-11:45AM
Fee: $99 Saturdays Windemere Park (north side of Ann Arbor)

Little(est) Bouncy Boppers Online with Ms. Anna
Ages 6 months-18 months & an Adult. This virtual class for babies and young toddlers focuses on
movements for building your baby’s body and brain. Class begins with a few minutes of getting to know
each other through sharing developments and milestones. Next, we use repetitive welcome songs to
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teach waving, clapping, stomping, and tapping movements. The remainder of the class uses fun props
such as scarves, sticks, shakers, and stuffed animals to introduce a variety of dance and movement
activities. Give your baby bonding time with you through the joys of song, dance, and movement!
Instructor: Anna Gradwohl. 9 classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9031.701 4/13-6/8 10:00-10:30AM
Family Fee: $105 Tuesdays Your home

Bouncy Boppers Online with Ms. Anna
Ages 18 months - 3 years & an Adult. This virtual class for toddlers focuses on movements for building
your baby’s body and brain. Class begins with a few minutes of getting to know each other through
sharing developments and milestones. Next, we use repetitive welcome songs to practice waving,
clapping, stomping, and tapping movements. The remainder of the class uses fun props such as scarves,
sticks, shakers, and stuffed animals to introduce a variety of dance and movement activities. Give your
child bonding time with you through the joys of song, dance, and movement! Instructor: Anna Gradwohl. 9
classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9031.702 4/13-6/8 9:00-9:45AM
Family Fee: $119 Tuesdays Your home

“In addition to being a fun song and dance leader for young kids, Anna is a skilled and
supportive discussion facilitator for parents.”

Jump Into Speech Outside with Susanna
Ages 15-30 months & an Adult. Between 15 and 30 months toddlers develop their vocabulary at an
amazing rate. This outdoor class provides tools and strategies for adults to use with their children all
centered around communication skills while spending time with other families at the park. The beginning
of class is on the playground at the park while Susanna checks in with each family. The second part of
class will move to green space to have circle time - a routine that includes songs and fingerplays with
movements, partner activities and “What’s in the Box?” Additional information on speech and language
development will be available highlighting the specific strategies to practice week to week. Participants
will physical/social distance and commit to weekly self-health screenings. Adults and children 2 and older
are expected to wear masks as best they can for the duration of the class. Instructor: Susanna Brown. 6
classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9703.701 4/15-5/20 10:00-10:45AM
Family Fee $85 Thursdays Allmendinger Park

Fun at One (And Two!) Outside with Bonnie
Walking 12 to 30 months & an Adult. Welcome to the world of the one (and two) year old! We gather
outside each week to sing, play and move with other families and same-age peers. Spending time
outdoors in a social and active setting is good for the soul! Class begins with open-ended time on the
playground to explore and socialize with other families. A train-themed circle time will move class to a
grassy, fenced-in area adjacent to the playground. The train whistle signals the arrival in the station and
the beginning of circle time. Led by Ms. Bonnie and modeled by adult participation, the group will have fun
singing, dancing and learning in addition to practicing important gross motor skills like walking backwards,
marching, and jumping. New and familiar songs and props are shared during this musical and active time.
Participants will physical/social distance and commit to weekly self-health screenings. Adults and children
2 and older are expected to wear masks as best they can for the duration of the class. Instructor: Bonnie
Kerber. 8 classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9335.701 4/14-6/2 (weather make-up 6/9) 9:30-10:15am
Fee: $109 Wednesdays Westerman Preschool & Family Center Playground



Fun at One (And Two!) Outside with Susanna
Walking 12 to 30 months & an Adult. Welcome to the world of the one (and two) year old! We gather
outside each week to sing, play and move with other families and same-age peers. Spending time
outdoors in a social and active setting is good for the soul! Class begins with open-ended time on the
playground to explore and socialize with other families. A train-themed circle time will move class to a
grassy area away from the playground. The train whistle signals the arrival in the station and the
beginning of circle time. Led by Susanna and modeled by adult participation, the group will have fun
singing, dancing and learning in addition to practicing important gross motor skills like walking backwards,
marching, and jumping. New and familiar songs and props are shared during this musical and active time.
Participants will physical/social distance and commit to weekly self-health screenings. Adults and children
2 and older are expected to wear masks as best they can for the duration of the class. Instructor:
Susanna Brown. 8 classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9335.702 4/13-6/1 (weather make-up 6/8) 10:00-11:00AM
Fee: $119 Tuesdays Allmendinger Park and Playground

I Like to Move It, Move It! Outside with Lisa NEW
2-4 years & an Adult. Get outside, get moving and get on your feet! Join Lisa each week to experience
the outdoors in an active and upbeat class with other families on the preschool playground. Let’s move
through the pandemic together as we dress for the weather to play, dance, sing and interact with peers.
Gather outside to experience familiar First Steps favorites (like Jack in the Box and traditional circle time
songs) while also being introduced to new material every week. Social interaction between families and
children is encouraged during playground fun as we build community and stay connected. Participants
will physical/social distance and commit to weekly self-health screenings. Adults and children 2 and older
are expected to wear masks as best they can for the duration of the class. Instructor: Lisa Bandemer. 8
classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9708.701 4/14-6/2 (weather make-up 6/9) 11:00AM - Noon
Fee $115 Wednesdays Westerman Preschool & Family Center Playground

“Our little group of intrepid and bundled cold-weather aficionados had such a fun time
together, with Lisa as our ever-energetic and creative leader. Not only was each Thursday
morning lovely, we left each class with Lisa's ideas for at-home songs and activities to
help us through this insane and difficult winter.”

Exploration Zone Outside with Sara NEW
Walking-5 years old & an Adult. Join Sara each week as she brings the Exploration Zone experience
outside. Class begins with a flexible arrival time during free play on the preschool playground. There will
be plenty of climbing, sand play, riding toys, and small manipulatives like puzzles, blocks, and sorting
materials packaged for individual family use. Social interaction between families and children is
encouraged during our free play time as we build community and stay connected with others. After a
quick group cleanup, we will move to the grassy, fenced-in area adjacent to the playground where families
can spread out for a socially distanced circle time of songs and stories, featuring ExZone favorites and
new material weekly. Participants will physical/social distance and commit to weekly self-health
screenings. All adults and children 2 and older are expected to wear masks as best they can for the
duration of the class. Instructor: Sara Callaghan. 8 classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9552.701 4/14-6/2 (weather make-up 6/9) 3:30-4:45PM
Fee: $129 Wednesdays Westerman Preschool & Family Center Playground



Big Books for Little Listeners Online with Sara NEW
Ages 3-5 years & an Adult. Inspired by her own children’s love of family read-alouds, seasoned First
Steps teacher, Sara Callaghan has designed a unique online class for families of preschoolers. Get
inspired by her literature picks of longer chapter books that both children and adults can enjoy. Each week
Sara will read a chapter or two of a different book aloud to introduce families to the stories and
characters, followed by a time to reflect on or ask questions about what we’ve read. Families are
encouraged to continue the discussion at home and to seek out and read the books your child seems
most interested in. Some of the benefits of reading aloud with your child are increased vocabulary,
increased attention span, encouraging imagination, strengthening cognition, providing a safe way to
explore strong emotions, and most of all, for bonding and pure enjoyment. Children are welcome to draw
or dance while we read, or to cuddle in their grownup’s lap or with a favorite stuffed toy or blanket. If your
child loves picture books and you’re ready to try longer stories, this class is for you! Instructor: Sara
Callaghan. 6 classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9824.701 4/29-6/3 10:45-11:30AM
Fee: $89 Thursdays Your home

I Wonder What Will Happen…Online with Susanna
Ages 3-5 years & Adult. Do you love to try things out and see what happens? This new class invites you
to bring your curiosity, some easily gathered items from your home and YOU. Each week we’ll apply
inquiry-based principles to open-ended math, science and social/emotional questions. Share ideas, make
predictions, change variables and come to conclusions as a group. For example, what happens if I mix
cornstarch and water together? Or, what will paint look like on ice? How does a homemade scale work to
weigh objects? The list of “I Wonder” questions is endless, so let’s figure out together how and why the
world works the way it does one week at a time. Join us in this open-ended, interactive and unique class.
Instructor: Susanna Brown. 6 classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9106.701 4/15-5/20 1:00-1:45PM
Fee: $89 Thursdays Your home

Spring into Art! Online with Danielle NEW
Ages 2-5 year olds & an Adult. In this new virtual art class, your child expands his or her creativity while
continuing to develop hand-eye coordination and fine motor movement. Each child creates a variety of
“Spring Themed” art projects under Danielle’s guidance and with assistance from their caregiver. Every
week features a different theme for art projects and uses a mixture of materials for your little one to
explore. Class begins with a friendly circle time and a gathering song before focusing on the art project.
Storytime and songs are also included to match the weekly theme. Basic materials needed at home
include crayons or markers, scissors and glue. Additional materials for each project will be provided in an
individual kit for each student. A contactless supply pick up takes place on April 12 th at the Westerman
Preschool and Family Center. More details for supply pick up provided following registration. Instructor:
Danielle Augsburger. 8 classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.

ID# 9188.701 4/16-6/4 10:15-11:00AM
Fee $115 Fridays Your home

Launch Into Literacy Online Fun with Ms. Laura
Ages 3.5-5 years. A unique, virtual class that promotes literacy development for preschool learners.
Laura Emmer, who has a masters in early literacy development, creates an engaging session that helps
to develop your child's love for literacy and identity as a 'reader'. With 45 minutes of instruction, the
students participate in a circle time focused on letter recognition and sounds (zoo phonics), rhyming with
word families, read-a-loud and story retelling. There is also time for exciting journal activities that promote



literacy development as well as opportunities for the children to practice literacy skills with movement!
Laura provides additional videos and material for participants. Instructor: Laura Emmer. 8 classes.
Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9108.701 4/14-6/2 9:45-10:30AM
Family Fee: $115 Wednesdays Your home
ID #9108.702 4/14-6/2 2:45-3:30PM
Family Fee $115 Wednesdays Your home

“We learned our letter sounds and have started practicing writing our letters. We had a
hard time getting started on this without guidance from Ms. Laura and once we took the
class the kids’ understanding just took off!”

Little Tykes Sports City, Outside
2-4 years & an Adult. Looking for something physical and fun to do with your child outside on a Sunday
morning? Here it is! Each week a different sports theme is introduced that includes basketball, soccer,
t-ball and hockey. Children, with their adult, practice skills for each sport in a non-competitive, enjoyable
class held in the parking lot at Westerman Preschool. Families rotate between several stations to
maintain social distancing. All participants may wear any comfortable clothing and dress for the weather.
There is a LOT of adult involvement. Participants will physical/social distance and commit to weekly
self-health screenings. Adults and children 2 and older are expected to wear masks as best they can for
the duration of the class. Instructor: Andrea Nance. 4 classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.

ID# 9711.701 4/11-5/2 10:00-11:00AM
Fee: $65 Sundays Preschool & Family Center, Parking Lot
ID# 9711.702 5/9-5/30 11:00-Noon
Fee: $65 Sundays Preschool & Family Center, Parking Lot

“Our First Steps class was the only scheduled time each week that my son could interact
with other kids during the pandemic. So, it was priceless mainly for that reason.”

Exploring Nature with Nutty Scientists in the Pioneer Woods NEW
Ages 2.5-5 years & Adult. Find out what nature has to offer in Ann Arbor’s beautiful beginning of spring!
Professor Pollen will lead Junior Scientists and their “Adult Assistants” on a trek through the Pioneer
Woods and Forest where we learn how to observe like a scientist. Search for evidence of wildlife,
discover the diversity of plants and trees and learn a bit about forest ecology. Think of it as a Nutty Nature
Scavenger Hunt with the Nutty Scientists! The two ecology walks will focus on different aspects of nature
and different parts of the forest and/or prairie - sign up for one or both! Participants will physical/social
distance and commit to weekly self-health screenings. Adults and children 2 and older are expected to
wear masks as best they can for the duration of the class. Please wear weather-appropriate clothing to
class. Instructor: Professor Pollen. Scholarship recipients pay $5.
ID# 9319.701 4/12 Forest Walk 11:00AM -11:45AM
Fee $19 Monday (weather makeup 4/19) Pioneer Woods
ID# 9319.702 5/10 Forest Walk 11:00-11:45AM
Fee $19 Monday (weather makeup 5/17) Pioneer Woods
ID# 9319.703 4/26 Forest and Prairie Walk 11:00AM - 11:45AM
Fee: $19 Monday (weather makeup 5/3) Pioneer Woods
ID# 9319.704 6/1 Forest and Prairie Walk 11:00AM - 11:45AM
Fee: $19 Tuesday (weather makeup 6/8) Pioneer Woods



Skyhawks Soccer for Preschoolers with Adult Participation
Learning soccer has never been more fun! SoccerTots classes focus on gross motor skills as well as body
control.. We teach all the soccer basics: kicking, trapping, passing, balancing and running control. We are
excited to help your little ones develop a love of soccer!

SoccerTots (Cubs)
Ages 2-3.5 years & an Adult. Cubs classes focus on gross motor skills and body control along with
building self confidence in an outdoor, active environment alongside same-age peers and their parents.
We teach the soccer basics through games and activities so young children begin to develop
hand/foot-eye coordination, balance, speed and agility. Instructor-to-student ratio is kept small to
maximize individual development, and above all else we promote fun, fun, fun! Parent involvement is an
important part of this program to ensure safe distancing and maximum participation for all. Participants
will physical/social distance and commit to weekly self-health screenings. Adults and children are
expected to wear masks as best they can for the duration of the class. Instructors: Skyhawks staff. 5
classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9417.701 4/8-5/6 (5/4 weather make-up) 4:00-4:45PM
Fee: $99 Thursdays Buhr Park Fields
ID# 9417.702 4/11-5/9 (5/5 weather make-up) 11:00-11:45AM
Fee: $99 Sundays Buhr Park Fields
ID# 9417.703 5/16-6/13 (6/8 weather make-up) 11:00-11:45AM
Fee: $99 Sundays Buhr Park Fields

SoccerTots (Bears)
Ages 3.5-4.5 years & an Adult. In our Bears program, more challenging skills and new concepts are
introduced. The emphasis is on individual soccer skill development, exposure to soccer and fitness. Fun,
skill-building games are played as well as introduction to soccer and team concepts. Some are modified
to limit contact. Parent involvement is an important part of this program to ensure safe distancing and
maximum participation for all. Participants will physical/social distance and commit to weekly self-health
screenings. Adults and children are expected to wear masks as best they can for the duration of the
class. Instructors: Skyhawks staff. 5 classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9417.704 4/8-5/6 (5/4 weather make-up) 5:00-5:45PM
Fee: $99 Thursdays Buhr Park Fields
ID #9417.705 4/11-5/9 (5/5 weather make-up) Noon-12:45PM
Fee: $99 Sundays Buhr Park Fields
ID# 9417.706 5/16-6/13 (6/8 weather make-up) Noon-12:45PM
Fee: $99 Sundays Buhr Park Fields

SoccerTots (Grizzlies)
Ages 4.5 - 5 years & an Adult.Grizzlies further develop important soccer skills like kicking, balancing,
dribbling, foot-eye coordination and running control by playing fun games with their adult. Some
small-sided scrimmaging is played in a modified way for players to begin to better understand the soccer
field and team playing. More challenging skill development activities are practiced week to week. Parent
involvement is an important part of this program to ensure safe distancing and maximum participation for
all. Participants will physical/social distance and commit to weekly self-health screenings. Adults and
children are expected to wear masks as best they can for the duration of the class. Instructors: Skyhawks
staff. 5 classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9417.707 4/8-5/6 (5/4 weather make-up) 6:00-6:45PM
Fee: $99 Thursdays Buhr Park Fields
ID# 9417.708 4/11-5/9 (5/5 weather make-up) 1:00-1:45PM
Fee $99 Sundays Buhr Park Fields



ID# 9417.709 5/16-6/13 (6/8 weather make-up) 1:00-1:45PM
Fee $99 Sundays Buhr Park Fields

Skyhawks Baseball for Preschoolers with Adult Participation
Learning baseball has never been more fun! BaseballTots classes focus on fine and gross motor skills as
well as body control. We teach all the baseball basics: throwing, catching,hitting and running control. We
are excited to help your little ones develop a love of the game!

“I also learned the basics! And it was really nice to have guided quality time together and was
very pleased with how that aspect of it turned out (the parents being involved). We now have
some activities we can continue to practice at home.”

BaseballTots (Batters)
Ages 2 - 3.5 years & an Adult. In Batters, there are a variety of fun activities to develop balance,
movement and beginning baseball skills as well as learning to listen to instructions. Simple hand-eye and
movement skills are introduced through engaging games with appropriate sized, safe equipment all in an
outdoor, active environment alongside same-age peers and their parents. Participants will physical/social
distance and commit to weekly self-health screenings. Adults and children are expected to wear masks as
best they can for the duration of the class. Instructors: Skyhawks staff. 5 classes. Scholarship recipients
pay $10.
ID# 9435.701 4/10-5/8 (5/3 weather make-up) 11:00-11:45AM
Fee: $99 Saturdays Buhr Park Fields
ID# 9435.702 5/13-6/10 (6/9 weather make-up) 4:00-4:45pm
Fee: $99 Thursdays Buhr Park Fields
ID# 9435.703 5/15-6/12 (6/7 weather make-up) 11:00-11:45AM
Fee: $99 Saturdays Buhr Park Fields

BaseballTots (Hitters)
Ages 3.5 - 4.5 years. In Hitters, more challenging skills and new concepts are introduced. The emphasis
is on individual baseball skill development and listening to instructions with parent participation. Fun,
skill-building games are played as well as an introduction to baseball and team concepts all in an outdoor
environment alongside same-age peers and their parents. Participants will physical/social distance and
commit to weekly self-health screenings. Adults and children are expected to wear masks as best they
can for the duration of the class. Instructors: Skyhawks staff. 5 classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9435.704 4/10-5/8 (5/3 weather make-up) Noon-12:45PM
Fee: $99 Saturdays Buhr Park Fields
ID# 9435.705 5/13-6/10 (6/9 weather make-up) 5:00-5:45PM
Fee: $99 Thursdays Buhr Park Fields
ID# 9435.706 5/15-6/12 (6/7 weather make-up) Noon-12:45PM
Fee: $99 Saturdays Buhr Park Fields

BaseballTots (Homers)
Ages 4.5 - 5 years. In Homers, young players develop hitting, throwing, catching and body-control through
drills and fun skill-building games. The emphasis is on individual skill development, having fun and
listening to instructions all in an outdoor environment alongside same-age peers and their parents.
Participants will physical/social distance and commit to weekly self-health screenings. Adults and children
are expected to wear masks as best they can for the duration of the class.Instructors: Skyhawks staff. 5
classes. Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9435.707 4/10-5/8 (5/3 weather make-up) 1:00-1:45PM
Fee: 99 Saturdays Buhr Park Fields



ID# 9435.708 5/13-6/10 (6/9 weather make-up) 6:00-6:45pm
Fee: $99 Thursdays Buhr Park Fields
ID# 9435.709 5/15-6/12 (6/7 weather make-up) 1:00-1:45PM
Fee: $99 Saturdays Buhr Park Fields

MUSIC, MOVEMENT & DANCE

*Music Together Online with Stephanie
Birth - 5 years & Caregiver. Music Together Online classes allow families access to the same Music
Together® early childhood curriculum right in your home. Each week families participate in a live,
30-minute online class - no musical instruments necessary! Registered families receive a Triangle CD
and songbook + access to download music. Music Together® Mixed Age classes, even when they’re
online, encourage children and families to experience the joy of making music together! The time-tested,
research-based curriculum supports the idea all children are musical and learn best through play. Join us
for tons of musical fun! Additional content is provided throughout the week to encourage continued
music-making at home between classes. Instructor: Stephanie Urban. 8 or 9 classes. No class 5/31.
Scholarship recipients pay $50 material fee.
ID# 9718.701 4/12-6/7 10:30-11:00AM
Family Fee: $149 Mondays Your home

Music Together Outside with Stephanie
Birth - 5 years & Caregiver. This is the original Music Together® class that encourages children and
families to experience the joy of making music together in the grass and under shady trees! Child
development researchers support the idea that all children are musical, learn best through play and
recommend mixed-age groupings because they foster natural, family-style learning. In our classes, your
child interacts with peers of different ages and participates at their own level in singing, moving, listening,
observing, chanting or exploring musical instruments. Younger children enjoy watching and imitating older
ones and older children learn by leading younger ones. Registered families receive a Triangle CD and
songbook + access to download music. In case of inclement weather, Stephanie will lead class online
via Zoom. Participants will physical/social distance and commit to weekly self-health screenings. Adults
and children 2 and older are expected to wear masks as best they can for the duration of the class.
Instructor: Stephanie Urban. 9 classes. Scholarship recipients pay $50 material fee + additional siblings
pay $10.

ID# 9718.702 4/15-6/10 11:15AM - Noon
Fee: $175 Thursdays Burns Park, outdoors
ID# 9718.705 4/15-6/10 10:15 - 11:00AM
Fee: $175 Thursdays Burns Park, outdoors
ID# 9718.704 4/13-6/8 9:30 - 10:15AM
Fee: $175 Tuesdays Burns Park, outdoors

“I appreciate Stephanie’s feedback in letting parents know it is ok if the child is not
appearing to fully participate - my child is rarely sitting for class however clearly has
responded to the program as she sings the songs from class all of the time.”

Dance It Out at Home Online with Ms. Sam
Ages 2-4 years & an Adult. You and your child explore a variety of creative movement activities
designed to develop gross motor skills and cognitive development. Sam looks for smiles, laughs and
creative exploration; there's no wrong way to move while families dance together! Fun music incorporates



rhythm patterns which sets the scene for jumping, galloping, stepping sideways and lots of balancing.
This class uses their imagination to dance like frogs, monkeys and even cheetahs. Sam will let you know
before each class what household props you may need. Instructor: Sam Coffin. 9 classes. Scholarship
recipients pay $10.
ID# 9209.701 4/15-6/10 9:30AM - 10:00AM
Family Fee: $109 Thursdays Your home

“This class was a great way for our girls to burn energy in a somewhat structured way
while interacting/seeing other kids/adults.”

Hello Toes/PreBallet Online with Ms. Tyra (Added New Friday Section)
Ages 3-5 years. Does your child pretend to be a ballet dancer? Then he or she will love this virtual class
designed for our newest ballet students. Ms. Tyra uses musical activities to teach balance, rhythm,
movement and coordination, along with basic ballet steps. They'll learn the French words for the ballet
movements too. The main purpose is to gently encourage our beginning dancers so they gain confidence
in a social and relaxed environment. This class is a combination of Hello Toes and PreBallet for any child
interested in learning ballet basics. Ballet attire recommended. Instructor: Tyra Johnson. 9 Classes.
Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9213.701 4/13-6/8 1:00PM - 1:30PM
Family Fee: $109 Tuesdays Your home
ID# 9213.702 4/16-6/11 11:30AM - 12:00 PM
Family Fee: $109 Fridays Your home

Toe Tappers Online with Ms. Sam
Ages 3-5 years. Toe Tappers will have a blast while learning about rhythm and coordination. Sam
introduces children to basic tap steps as well as ways to move through space like skipping, sliding,
jumping and hopping. Creative movement activities will also spark their imaginations to move in new
ways! Sam will let you know before each class what household props you may need. Tap shoes are
helpful though not required for the virtual class. Instructor: Sam Coffin. 8 classes. No class 5/31.
Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9214.701 4/12-6/7 11:30AM - 12:00PM
Family Fee: $95 Mondays Your home

“Ms. Sam and her classes are wonderful.”

Creative Dancer Outside
Ages 3.5-6 years. This outdoor, high energy class teaches rhythm, coordination and balance through
age-appropriate movements set to upbeat music. Your young dancer develops muscle memory in this
independent class while having lots of fun. The dancing style is great for girls and boys who like to move
and aren't as interested in traditional dance classes. Wear comfortable clothes, tennis shoes and bring a
yoga mat or beach towel and water bottle. Parents may want a lawn chair or blanket to watch class from a
distance. Participants will physical/social distance and commit to weekly self-health screenings. Dancers
are expected to wear masks as best they can for the duration of the class. In the event of inclement
weather, class will have a pre-recorded video to follow. Instructor: Gina Danene Thompson. 8 classes.
No class 5/31. Scholarship recipients pay $10.
ID# 9210.701 4/12-6/7 4:00-4:45PM
Fee: $105 Mondays Eberbach Cultural Arts Building - Outdoors
ID# 9210.702 4/17-6/5 9:30-10:15AM
Fee: $105 Saturdays Eberbach, Cultural Arts Building - Outdoors



“Thank goodness for this class this fall...So good to be out in the world and moving. This
was such a special quality time slot spent with my Granddaughter. We talked about the
class on the ride over and enjoyed the music during class.”

Hip Hop and All That Jazz Outside
Ages 4-6 years. Gina is teaching a first Hip Hop class for the younger age kids and she’s including jazz
to keep it really cool. It’s all about the beat and moving deliberately and in new ways. This dancing style is
great for girls and boys who love dancing to fun music and aren’t as interested in traditional dance
classes. It’s helpful if dancers have taken Creative Dancer or have previous dance experience. This
outdoor class provides a controlled environment with other families who are mindful of social distancing
and weekly, self-health screenings. Wear clothing comfortable for dancing, bring a water bottle and yoga
mat/beach towel. Parents may want a lawn chair or blanket to watch class from a distance. Participants
will physical/social distance and commit to weekly self-health screenings. Dancers are expected to wear
masks as best they can for the duration of the class. In the event of inclement weather, class will have a
pre-recorded video to follow. Instructor: Gina Danene Thompson. 8 classes. No class 5/31. Scholarship
recipients pay $10.

ID# 9215.712 4//12-6/7 5:00-5:45PM
Fee: $105 Mondays Eberbach, Cultural Arts Building - Outdoors
ID# 9215.713 4/17-6/5 10:30-11:15AM
Fee: $105 Saturdays Eberbach, Cultural Arts Building - Outdoors

Questions? Email us at firststeps@a2schools.org or browns@aaps.k12.mi.us
Registration Questions? Call 734-994-2300 x0

Website: https://bit.ly/FirstStepsWebsite
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